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CLUB OFFICERS
Jack Helffrich.............President
lwa.president@hotmail.com 610-398-0205
Paul Smith.................VP Touring
lwatouring@yahoo.com
570-360-2523
Pete Seigfried............VP Racing
Sracer866@aol.com
610-285-4006
Maureen Porter...........Secretary
porterrunner@yahoo.com 610-597-0516
David Sheffield...........Treasurer
lwa.treasurer1@gmail.com 610-462-0107
Richard Baldock .........Membership
rv314159@rcn.com
610-965-2736
Rob Smith.................Membership
rbsmith@fast.net
610-770-0460
Terry Terfinko............Webmaster
terfintt@verizon.net
610-966-2329
G.Mack……...............Newsletter Editor
gbmack@ptd.net
610-966-2739

Just a reminder that Sunday,
December 8, 2013, is the
date for the Lehigh Wheelmen
Association Annual Holiday
Party. This year’s gathering
will be at the Green Pond Country Club,
3604 Farmersville Road, Bethlehem, PA
18020. The event is for LWA members
and their guests.
Cocktail Hour with a cash bar begins at
5:30PM followed by a seated dinner at
6:30PM.
More details available at:
http://www.lehighwheelmen.org/files/
HolidayParty2013.pdf

Debbie Terfinko
LWA ELECTIONS 2014
The following nominations were
presented at the LWA Meeting on
November 20th. Voting will take place
at the LWA Holiday Party on December
8th. In addition to the names appearing
on the ballot, nominations form the floor
will be accepted on December 8th.
Positions to be filled and nominations
received:
President: Jack Helffrich*
Vice President Touring: Paul Smith*
Vice President Racing: Sallie Urffer
Secretary: Torie Loven
Treasurer: Dave Sheffield*
At-Large Members 2014-2015 (2
positions): Donalee Frary*, Maureen
Porter

At-Large Member 2014: Carl Zvanut
At-Large Member to fill 2nd year of a
2013-2014 term: Brian Wacik
*Incumbent

Jack Helffrich

LWA President

GOT GIFTS?
The LWA is again collecting gifts for
people in need, and we are aiming to
surpass last year's generous response.
This year we have partnered with the
Sixth Street Shelter and Turning Point of
the Lehigh Valley in order to identify
specific items wanted by specific
individuals - adults as well as children.
More information about these
organizations is available at:
Sixth Street Shelter at: sss.caclv.org
Turning Point at www.turningpointlv.org
To view the list of individuals and their
gift request, visit
http://tinyurl.com/LWAgifting
You can also give a gift without signing
up for a specific individual by bringing it
to the holiday party. Just be sure to
mark the appropriate age and sex of the
intended child.
Any donations can be brought to the
holiday party, or call Jack Helffrich at
484-347-3541 to arrange for a drop-off,
but they must be received no later than
Sunday, Dec. 8, 2013.

Jack Helffrich

LWA President

Please understand.
I am a father,
I am a husband,
I am a son,
I am an uncle,
I am a friend,
I am an employee,
I am a person.
Please take care.
Be careful when you pass me or turn in front of me,
If you hit me with your car or your truck, you will be
inconvenienced,
I could be maimed,
I could be crippled,
I could be
killed.

Mark L. Selz

LWA Member

For more about Mark and his goals, both on the bike and off,
read his blog at http://afatmansjournal.com/
OUT OF BOUNDS EVENT
BIKE VIRGINIA 2014

Mark Selz crossing the Queensboro Bridge
I AM A ROAD CYCLIST
I am a road cyclist.
I am not a daredevil,
I am not reckless or a thrill seeker,
I am not crazy,
I like to travel by bike,
I like to ride, get exercise, be healthy, enjoy life, push myself,
I like to see the world from the seat of a bike,
I love my sport.
I give the right of way.
Even when I have the right of way,
I yield to cars and trucks,
I stop at stop signs and red lights,
I signal my turns and I stay as far to the right as practicable,
I try not to impede traffic,
I try to be considerate while taking up my part of the road,
I am not perfect,
I make mistakes,
I try to make sure I give a friendly “my mistake” wave when
I do.
I cannot ride on the Shoulder.
You don’t see the glass,
You don’t see the chunks of metal,
You don’t see the pot hole, broken bottles, lawn chairs, logs and
lumber,
You won’t crash when you drive over a drainage grate.

Registration for BIKE VIRGINIA 2014 is now open! This year
the tour looks like it won’t be quite as hilly as last year’s as it is
in the eastern part of the Virginia. Last year, the Lehigh
Wheelmen had 16 people participate in the event. It was
great fun and would be great fun to get as many, or more, for
2014!
If interested, I would suggest registering VERY soon. The entry
limit this year is 1600 cyclists, and the last time the event was
in this part of Virginia, it filled up very quickly. If you register
as part of a team you will receive a $10 discount. The LWA
team name is LEHIGH VALLEY PEDDLERS. If you are asked
to put in a team captain or leader, please use my name--Nancy Sheffield. We already have 10 people from the LWA
registered! The registration is easier this year, and completing
the form as part of a team is pretty self-explanatory.
Many of the people going will be camping, which is included in
the cost of the event. However, some LWA members
participating prefer securing a hotel or motel. If you would like
to be included in the same hotel we are using, please contact
me at nancysheffield@ptd.net.
David and I have always enjoyed this tour and hope many of
you can join us for 2014.
The web site for registration is:
www.bikevirginia.org/registration-4/
If you have questions, the person to talk to is Christine at 757645-1861.
Hope you can join us!

NancySheffield
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GARMIN CHARMIN’
BEWARE THE GADGETS
Why do we ride? Let me count the reasons. No, let me
enumerate as many reasons as I can using my paltry
experience and puny brain. Feel free to send me yours; your
reasons for riding, that is.
Why do we ride? To feel the satisfaction of climbing a hill (or
mountain) using only our own power transferred through one of
the most efficient power transfers of human energy to fprward
motion. To feel the exhiliration of “flying” downhill after such a
climb. sometimes called payback, and reaching crazy speeds on
a non-motorized vehicle with rather skinny tires, even on a
mountain bike, compared to almost all other forms of human
transportation. To try to reach crazy speeds on a flat using
only our bicycle and our own power, both physical and mental.
To experience the sense of comraderie and family that riding
with a group of friends, or just fellow bike riders, engenders and
reinforces. To challenge ourselves to keep up with those
fellow riders whether it be on the flats or the climbs. To
experience our world, both urban, suburban, and the “great
outdoors,” in a way which is unique on a bicycle in all those
environments. To find new valleys and vistas to visit and
enjoy and get to those vistas under our own power. To keep
fit. To try to keep fit. To eat ice cream. To burn calories. To
lose weight. To show off our equipment, both ourselves, and
our cycling clothing, and our gadgets, and, of course, our
bicycles. To find new friends. To make new friends. To
measure our performance against the performance of others in
order to challenge ourselves to reach new levels of
LWA QUICK RELEASE

performance. To know that to ride a bike is to contribute less
to global pollution and global warming (which may or may not
exist based on which tv commentators or politicians you listen
or subscribe to) than if we had driven a car or truck or scooter
or motorcycle or bus. To share the road. To ride like the wind.
To test our mettle, both physical and mental. To be part of a
community which shares a common interest or, in some cases,
a passion and enjoys cycling for all or some of these
enumerated reasons, in addition to others (which I encourage
you to supply).
I have ridden a bicycle of some kind most of my life. I
became more serious about cycling about thirty years ago
when I decided that running wasn’t enough to feed my exercise
addiction and my desire for competition. I also realized early
on that cycling was much more fun than running. Whenever
someone asked me the biggest difference and the reason I felt
that way, I usually simply replied that when you cycle, you
can coast and therein lies some of its excitement and some of its
payback. A fellow cyclist once said to me as he passed me on
a significant climb that I really didn’t ride well, but I sure could
coast.
I wasn’t much of a runner and I wasn’t much of cyclist, but I
loved to join both disciplines, and I entered many, many
biathlons for many, many years. About 10 years ago I
became even more serious about cycling after various injuries
to my back and abnormalities in my spine forced me to quit
running. I had never considered what I would do if I was
forced to stop running. I never imagined a time when I could
not run, but cycling has certainly filled the void, so to speak.
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continued from p. 3,
Why do I ride? For many of the reasons I cited in the first
paragraph. Why do I ride with the LWA? Because riding with
fellow cyclists in group rides enhances many of the reasons
listed. In some cases, depending on the pace or the severity of
the climb, riding with a group also inspires one to push a bit
harder, sharing the struggle, the passion, the pain and,
ultimately, the rewards.
To fellow cyclists most of the foregoing is obvious and not
really in need of any enumeration at all. So what’s my point?
What am I getting at by an admittedly rather circuitous route?
What elements of the cycling experience do not matter to me,
are not part of my cycling motivation or inspiration, and, in fact,
sometimes interfere with the pure pleasure of riding a bike.
I have heard more than one person state that the best
vacations they have ever had were those vacations when they
left their cell phones and ipads and laptops at home and didn’t
take calls and didn’t text and didn’t email and didn’t connect or
try to connect to anyone or anything beyond the immediate
experience. The disconnect allowed them to connect with the
present and focus on the immediate, something we seem less
and less capable of in our perhaps too-connected world.
Similarly, I have had some of my most enjoyable bike rides
when my cyclometer batteries were dead, and I could not see
my speed or cadence or average speed or distance traveled or
time. I was simply riding a bike and enjoying the experience.
I recall the first time I heard a cyclist on a group ride report to
fellow cyclists the percentage grade on a particularly difficult
climb, duly and probably accurately provided by a device on
the handlebars of the bike. I recall the many times I have
heard a fellow cyclist report to fellow cyclists the feet of
elevation gain at the end or on some other part of the ride, duly
and probably accurately provided by a device on the
handlebars of the bike. I recall the many times on a group ride
that I have heard a fellow cyclist report to fellow cyclists his or
her heart rate on a particularly difficult climb, duly and probably
accurately provided by a device on the handlebars of the bike
and a strap on his or her chest. I recall the time I heard a fellow
cyclist report to fellow cyclists how many calories he or she had
burned since the start of the ride, possibly accurately provided
by a device on the handlebars of the bike. However, though
many of these “performance” figures and estimates may
provide an extra incentive for some cyclists and perhaps for
some even enhance the cycling experience, I generally find
them an inteference in or distraction from the pure pleasures of
riding. But, what about the benefits of GPS devices for the
bicycle?
Recently Jack Helffrich, LWA President and Founder of the LWA
Presidential Library, wrote a short piece extolling the virtues of
GPS devices for the bike. GPS devices, usually a Garmin,
allow a rider to download route guidance for an upcoming LWA
ride or other rides with routes posted on the web with Ride with
GPS. Ride with GPS, of course, also allows ride leaders for
proposed rides to post their routes for club members to
download. Using a GPS on your bike eliminates the need for
printed cue sheets and, therefore, might be considered more
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environmentally friendly until you start considering the impact
of things like energy use to download and upload a route and
battery disposal for the GPS, but all that is pretty negligible. A
Garmin on the handlebars also seems like a less cumbersome
means to follow a route than a printed cue sheet which
sometimes requires a rider to stop riding in order to rearrange
and refold the cue sheet. Perhaps someone should also do a
study of the comparative wind resistance caused by a folded
cue sheet and a Garmin device mounted on the handlebars.
And, what about the impact of the weight difference between a
clip and a printed cue sheet and a GPS device on a rider’s
performance?
So, what’s wrong with a Garmin? Nothing inherently; the
device offers many improvements over a printed cue sheet or
no cue sheet at all. A rider can still get off course or lost using a
GPS for guidance, but that is much less likely than getting lost
or off course following a cue sheet. To me, what might be
wrong with a Garmin on a bicycle is when the device becomes
a distraction from, as I have called them, the pure pleasures of
cycling. And, if the Garmin leads a rider off course or
malfunctions in some way, the GPS device may become the
focus of the rider rather than the ride. On a recent LWA group
ride one of my fellow riders, a cyclist whom I consider one who
derives exceptional pleasure from the climbs and the vistas of
the Lehigh Valley and beyond, suddenly stopped cycling about
2 miles from the Velodrome and the end of the ride. The
reason for the stop was an apparent malfunction of his Garmin.
He was not off course. He knew his way back to the
Velodrome, but his Garmin was not working; therefore, he
stopped riding. His focus became the device and not the ride.
At that moment, the gadget became more important than the
experience.
Experiencing the joys of cycling channeled through the gadgets
of cycling is to me like experiencing the wonders of nature only
through the lens of a camera. At times a mental picture is
much more important than any photograph we may take to
record an experience. The next time a rider passes me and
reports his current heart rate as he goes by, he should not be
surprised if I reply with my usual non-gadget response---”I
have a heart rate monitor too; whenever I am breathing
heavily, I know I am working hard.”

G. Mack

QR Editor

Editor’s Note: For those who ascribe to William Blake’s
“Enough, or too much,” you might want to check out some
new “ultimate” gadgets for the bike, including an invisible bike
helmet and a 96 decibel smart horn, both featured in a Popular
Mechanics piece on the ultimate bike hacks.
http://www.popularmechanics.com/outdoors/sports/technology/
10-ingenious-bike-hacks?src=email#slide-1

WHO’S LEADING 2013
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QRQ OF THE MONTH
PROBABLY NOT THE LAST

For further discussion of the MPE, readers can check the original
blog and associated articles on the following sites:

Quite a few LWA members submitted “interesting” responses to
the November’s QRQ, which was to provide a caption for the
following photo:

http://lovelybike.blogspot.com/2011/01/mary-poppinseffect.html
http://www.londoncyclist.co.uk/the-mary-poppins-effect/

The QRQ of the month for December is to provide a caption for
the following photo:

Ron Helmuth, LWA member and president of team MOOTS, is
featured in the photo test riding an E-bike at Green Lane
Reservoir during a rest stop on a recent club ride.

Submit your responses to the QR byDecember 20, 2013.
Email to gbmack@ptd.net.

The captions submitted included one from Ron himself:

G. Mack

QR Editor

"Damn - wish I had remembered to install a saddle before test
riding this rig!"
Dave Drummer
“I didn’t know the Amish were allowed to be so proud! And,
where does he get the electricity to charge his e-bike, at the
neighbors?”
Ron Helmuth
“Say, old chap, could you be kind enough to direct me to the
auditions for Mary Poppins?”
G Mack

Incidentally, “The Mary Poppins Effect” is a term which first
appeared on a cycling blog Lovely Bicycle in December 2011 in
a discussion about whether drivers display more courtesy when
cyclists ride upright bicycles and dress in "regular" clothing.
The author of the blog made the following observation---”In
part, I think the idea of not wanting to harm Mary Poppins is
valid - in the sense that a cyclist dressed "normally" looks more
human to the driver.”

THE LWA PRESIDENT’S OFFICIAL
UNOFFICIAL RIDE RATING GUIDE
C pace. You can talk during the entire ride.
B pace. You can talk on the flats, but not while climbing.
A pace. You cannot talk at all.
Just sayin'.
Jack Helffrich

LWA President and Resident Humorist

WHO’S LEADING 2013, p.8
LWA QUICK RELEASE
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A GIFT

I wore the bracelet every day, all day, until many years later
when she finally grew tired of restringing it each time it broke.
And while I no longer wear it, I keep and treasure it as one of
the most valuable things I shall ever possess. And because I
wore it, I had the privilege of telling this story hundreds of
times when people would invariably ask about it. I started
signing all my letters, faxes and emails 'Love, Brian' and
through that, have been able to spread this little message of
love further still. It is my belief that as a race, we cannot
evolve further without great love; and great love - once
created - cannot be destroyed.

Brian Wacik

Editor’s Note: A number of articles have appeared in the
LWA newsletter over the past year about LWA member Brian
Wacik and his training and racing in his attempt to earn a spot
on the US Paralympics Cycling Team. Recently Brian sent me
a short piece about the curious way he signs all his emails and
the back story which goes with it. I include it in this issue of
the Quick Release because I think delivers a strong message
during this holiday season.
“Love, Brian”
Many of you have received emails from me which are always
signed, 'Love, Brian', along with a PS that says 'Ask me why I
sign my emails 'Love, Brian''. Some of you have been brave
enough to ask. Some of you have actually told me you were
afraid to ask. Others may chalk it up to 'that Wacik
knucklehead.' Those who have asked always get a prompt
reply and we have grown closer as a result. Thank you for
asking, because you have enriched my life immeasurably. For
those who were afraid or simply don't know what I'm talking
about, here then, is the 'Love, Brian' story…..
When my daughter was 4, I arrived home from work one day
to find her waiting at the top of the steps for me with a
beautiful beaded bracelet she made for me. She had obviously
worked very hard on it and presented it to me with all the
energy and enthusiasm that kids are naturally bursting with. I
thanked her profusely, telling her how proud I would be to
wear it each day when I came home from work. She became
very serious and said, 'No Daddy, this is FOR work.' Again I
thanked her for this wonderful gift and promised to wear it
every day both during and after work, and she beamed with
pride. Later that evening as I was reviewing my life's mission
statement, which read in part '…to create and foster loving
relationships in all my interactions…' that the thought crossed
my mind: “Hey wait a minute, that says 'ALL my interactions'”.
I realized then the powerful lesson I'd been taught by this
adorable little girl. You see, I'd thought that the 'loving
relationships' pertained only to my personal life - to those
members of my family and those whom I considered my inner
circle and pretty much stopped there. This father had just been
taught that, in love, lines or boundaries do not exist; that love is
the one true reality that lasts, transcending all else.
LWA QUICK RELEASE

LWA MEMBERSHIP REPORT
WELCOME NEW LWA MEMBER:
Justin Psaila
MEMBERSHIP STATISTICS
(as of the December newsletter deadline)
Individual -- 244 (-2)
Family -- 74 (+4)
Units -- 318 (+2)
Minimum Total Members -- 392 (+6)
(YTD comparative data relative to December 2012 Newsletter,
11/25/12 deadline)
Individual 209 --> 244 (+35)
Household 72 --> 74 (+2)
Units 281 --> 318 (+37)
Total Members 353 --> 392+ (+39)

Richard Baldock Membership Administrator
Rob Smith
Assistant Membership Administrator

Send your snow bike pics to gbmack@ptd.net
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MEMORY LANE
Well, the fabulous fall weather came screeching to an abrupt
halt this weekend. We've had some excellent weather through
most of November, but I can see the lights on at Bear Creek,
and Blue Mountain is advertising their season-opener on Black
Friday, so I guess it is time to shift gears. Saturday night,
there was actually snow on the windshield of our car. Ugh.
For each of the past several years, I have assembled a DVD
presentation of cycling photos taken during the previous riding
season to show at the annual holiday party. It's an enjoyable
undertaking, and the task of gathering photos taken by others
has become considerably easier this year due to our utilization
of the Meetup website. Many of you have posted photos on
the site, linked directly to specific rides. For the past several
days, I have been reviewing and downloading them for the
slide show. Looking back, it's been a pretty amazing year.
One of the things I've noticed is that there are fewer photos of
us fixing flat tires. While it's not a guaranteed occurrence, a flat
tire on a group ride is usually an opportunity to get out the
cameras and iPhones and grab a few shots. Personally, I have
been flat-free since September 2012, when I switched to
Gatorskins prior to Cycle Oregon. Don't know if I should
replace them now while I am ahead, or wait for the first flat.
But they still look to be in decent condition. I'm happy not to
have those photos. See additional note, p. 8.
Progressing backward through the year, there are some great
shots of the weekly Wednesday rides. Terry, Bill, Carl, Paul,
Neil and others have shown us some good times rolling down
some good roads. Neil' and Jack's birthday rides. There's Keith
Gonyo with a lone birthday candle on a cupcake at Longacre's.
Ron on the electric bike. The time Axel and Gail visited.
Meeting Marek cycling cross country. Dick and Kathy 'on ice'
at Sheetz. Mootsie eating deep fried cheesecake at Musicfest
following a ride.

Then there are the usual amusing pix of the Donut Derby. The
happy faces at the first stop at Bowers Park, and the less
amused faces the second time around, a dozen miles and half a
dozen donuts later.
Back in August, everyone seems to be having a good time at
the annual Club Picnic. Bryan, Mike and Dave are grilling up a
storm. Fritz is inexplicably wearing a photo of me from the '12
picnic.
There are lots of Bike Virginia photos. Neal 'Dip' Dicker taking
a plunge into a roadside culvert filled with water. George Mack
stuck holding my bike. Again. Dave Sheffield celebrating #60.
Sheffield's and Derby's in matching jerseys. Argyle socks with
cycling shoes, so that's got to be Alf. Two pix of me at the rest
stops that featured ice cream floats. Awesome! The camping
crew lounging on a hillside after dinner. Tent city. A well
earned century patch. Dave Drummer when his lawn chair self
destructed. The all-candy rest stop next to the Nestles' plant.
The cycling weekend in Maryland, organized by Paul Smith. g,
Paul, Nancy and Dave posing in front of the pastel port-apotties. Simon and Mo enjoying lunch at Old Salty's.
Everyone having fun at the Amish country weekend.
Grill and Chills. Pete and Karen, Sylvia, Jen, Mattie, KO,
Vince, Dave, Chuck, Greg, Art. Mike, Donalee, everyone.
Picnics on Drummer's & Carl's decks, Neil's back yard,
Sheffield's kitchen and Terry and Debbie's patio. Stops at
Wanamaker's General Store, the (late) Country Cupboard, Echo
Hill, Market Cafe, Simmeria, Longacre's Dairy, Bagel Bunch,
Uptown Espresso Bar, Oley Turnpike Dairy, Milford Bakery,
the Hometown Diner.
Memories. Let's make some more next year.

Jack Helffrich

LWA President
MEMORY LANE photos, pp. 13-18
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A few additional observations:
* Based on the ride sheets submitted so far the LWA has hosted
254 rides throughout the season. I know there have been
more rides but this total is still pretty impressive.
* There are a total of 2168 signatures on the ride sheets. That
works out to an average of 8.5 riders per ride.

WHO’S LEADING 2013
At this year's Holiday party we will again recognize our
invaluable ride leaders, without whom we would not have
much of a cycling club. Leader appreciation awards will be
announced and distributed at that time. The awards will be
based on rides led during the 2013 season, which runs from Dec
1 2012 to Nov 30 2013. The 2014 season will begin on Dec 1
2013.
Counts in the table below are inclusive from 12/1/2012 11/23/2013 for which a sign in sheet was submitted. I
know others have led rides, but unless I get a sign in sheet,
they do not get included in these counts.
Sheets should be submitted to the VP of Touring (Paul Smith).
You can mail them to 1233 Seidersville Road, Bethlehem, PA
18015, or send them as a PDF attachment to an e-mail to Paul
Smith at lwatouring@yahoo.com (please include “RIDE
SHEET” in the subject line) or hand them to me in person.
NB: To be included in the totals for the 2013 season to be
recognized at the holiday party, all unsubmitted ride sheets for
the 2013 touring season must be submitted no later than Dec 2
2013.
LEADER
Richard Baldock
Art Hunsburger
Terry Terfinko
Dick McCreight
Brian George
Jack Helffrich
Paul Smith
Bill Derby
Dave Sheffield
Doug Leavitt
Mike Solliday
Sylvia Radavinsky
Mauren Porter
Gary Cordes
Donnalee Frary
Neil Dicker
Pete Nestor
Hansel de Sousa
Carl Zvanut
Pete Hepler
Dave Drummer
Dean Hower
Fritz Walker
Jim Saake
Karen Nestor
Ron Helmuth
Brian Wacik
Dave Wieand
Denny Snyder
Michelle Sciortino

RIDES
40
25
20
19
18
17
13
12
9
8
8
8
7
7
6
6
5
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
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TOTAL SIGNATURES
185
147
241
186
63
177
187
138
110
56
126
61
63
29
22
75
77
4
15
27
20
50
13
31
23
15
11
1
5
10
1
4

Sheets should be submitted to the VP of Touring (Paul Smith).
You can mail them to 1233 Seidersville Road, Bethlehem, PA
18015, send them as a PDF attachment to an e-mail to Paul
Smith at lwatouring@yahoo.com (please include “RIDE
SHEET” in the subject line), or hand them to me in person.
Remember any LWA member can lead a ride. All you need to
do is know a route and post the ride on the ride calendar on
Meetup. We will be scheduling a ride leaders’ information
session sometime in the early spring. At that meeting we'll
discuss some guidelines for ride leaders and hear tips from
experienced ride leaders that we can all benefit from. If you
are interested, there’s a good document on the LWA web site
called Ride Leader Guidelines under the Documents tab,
which is worth reviewing no matter what level of experience
you have as a leader.

Paul Smith

VP of Touring

MEMORY LANE...........
THE MORNING AFTER
additional note from p. 7
“Personally, I have been flat-free since September 2012,
when I switched to Gatorskins prior to Cycle Oregon. Don't
know if I should replace them now while I am ahead, or wait
for the first flat. But they still look to be in decent condition.
I'm happy not to have those photos.”
The morning after writing those words, while investigating the
squeak in my rear hub (the bicycle's, not mine), I noticed
exposed cords on the Continental Gatorskin rear tire. I
definitely should have replaced it sooner. A reminder to all of
us to keep an eye on the condition of our tires. Wonder why
they don't have wear indicators like car tires.

Jack Helffrich
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A week before the competition, we tested the winch and found
that our pedaler, Phil, could raise the counterweight in two
minutes with a little time to spare. However. his size 13 feet
were difficult to stuff very far into the toe clips; Phil was
essentially pedaling with his toes! An appeal to the LWA
membership resulted in the donation of a pair of size 13 cleated
shoes, and we were ready to go.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP PUNKIN’ CHUNKIN’
BICYCLE MAKES PUMPKINS FLY!
The first weekend in November, I accompanied two of my
students to the World Championship Punkin’ Chunkin’ in
Bridgeville, DE. This would be our fourth appearance at the
Chunk, with a new twist - we had entered in the Youth Human
Powered division. All energy to launch the pumpkin must be
generated by one person, in two minutes or less.
THE BIKE SET-UP
Over the past summer we built a bicycle-powered winching
system. A second chain was used to connect the cassette on
the bike to a heavy duty boat winch. This replaced the electric
winch we had used in previous years. We hoped that it would
enable the student to lift 730 pounds of counterweight to the
top of the towers, 17 feet above the ground.
Initial testing revealed a serious problem. The dead spot in the
pedal stroke when the crank arms are vertical made it nearly
impossible to pedal. Elliptical chainrings helped somewhat, but
what we really needed was some kind of flywheel. This was
accomplished by removing the tire and pouring lead around the
outside of the rim. Next, we needed to eliminate the “coast” in
the cassette so that the flywheel would work smoothly. An
impressively large wad of PC-7 epoxy was used to encapsulate
the two largest cassette cogs, the hub flange, and the first two
inches of the spokes on the drive side of the wheel.
Because we converted the rear wheel to direct drive, as on a
fixed gear bike, the rear derailleur would not work; if you
stopped pedaling, the chain backed up in the derailleur pulleys.
So we removed the derailleur and shortened the chain. The
bike frame had vertical dropouts, so we couldn’t tension the
chain, as you do with a track bike. We cobbled together a
tensioner using parts from several old derailleurs from my box
of bike parts. Now I know why I saved those old dinosaurs
for all these years!

LWA QUICK RELEASE

THE WORLD RECORD
As the Chunk began, we soon realized that our main
competition would be team Athena, from Morgantown PA, the
defending champion and world record holder. On Friday, we
had a disappointing throw, only 798 feet. We threw into winds
so strong that they blew my camera and tripod over, but not
strong enough to explain such a poor result. Upon inspection,
we discovered that a bolt was protruding on the outside of the
towers, and the weight plates had hit it on the way down.
Still, 798 put us in first place, as Athena had a problem that
gave them only about 490 feet, and mangled their machine.
We were quick to offer any help they needed to fix the
damage.
Saturday, the winds subsided, and we put up a nice throw of
1230 feet. Better than our previous WCPC best of 1143, and
longer than the previous world record of 980 feet. Athena had
repaired their damage, and threw 1215 feet. Wow, a real
competition! Now, what do we do on Sunday? We decided to
add 90 pounds to the counterweight, and made an adjustment
to the finger angle. In the gathering twilight we made a nice
looking practice throw, though we had no way of measuring
the distance.
Athena hinted that they would also make some changes, but
they wouldn't elaborate. One item of concern for us was that
one of the bearings in our winch appeared to be in the latter
stages of self-destruction. Nothing to do but apply about a half
can of WD40!
Sunday dawned clear and cool with a steadily increasing
headwind. Phil mounted the bicycle and prepared to winch up
820 pounds. A few seconds after starting, he remarked "this
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WCPC, cont. from p. 9,
feels really heavy!" He got it to the top with time to spare,
however, and the stage was set. A really nice looking shot,
but the wind was again a factor, and the result was only 1041
feet, leaving the door open for Athena. By now, we knew
that they had added more elastic bands to their catapult. They
managed to get it cocked in the allowed 2 minutes, and the air
was thick with suspense. The shot flew way up, and looked
like a good one, but it landed just short of 1000 feet. We were
world champions, with a new world record!
One final interesting note about Punkin’ Chunkin’ is that each
team specifies a charity to which their prize money will be
donated if they win their division at the Chunk. We are most
gratified to know that our prize will go to the Cutaneous
Lymphoma Foundation for the second time in the past three
years.
The Punkin’ Chunkin’ tv show will air on the Science channel at
8 pm on Thanksgiving day and re-air on December 1, 2, and 3
at various times. You can learn more about Punkin’ Chunkin at
www.punkinchunkin.com . If you’d like to see video of the
winning shot, email me at beammeup42@ptd.net , and I’ll send
it to you.

ELECTRONIC DELIVERY
OF MEMBERSHIP CARDS
The Club is switching to electronic delivery of membership
cards in the form of a .pdf file attachment to the welcome email
that is currently sent to members upon joining or renewing.
When printed, the card will be approximately the size of a credit
card, and will contain the same information, including the LWA
logo, as the current card.
Members with smart phones and mobile devices can probably
load the .pdf file to their devices. Those that choose to print
their cards may affix them to a stiffer material or laminate
them, etc.
The switch will occur no later than 1/1/2014, probably
sometime after the Holiday Party.
Electronic delivery will save the Club a minimum of $150 per
year plus the cost of reordering cards in 2014. Additionally,
Membership will no longer be required to address over 300
envelopes per year.

Richard Baldock Membership Administrator
Rob Smith
Assistant Membership Administrator

Dave Drummer (far left) and his World Record Punkin’
Chunkin’ team from Kutztown High School
Acknowledgements: Thanks to the following LWA members
who helped in this project. The bike frame was an old
Cannondale given to me by Chuck Canfield years ago to use
on my windtrainer. The windtrainer stand on which the bike
was mounted and the elliptical chainrings were donated by
George Mack. And finally, John Collins donated the pair of size
13 cycling shoes.

Dave Drummer
Kutztown Sr. High School
Team Stomach Virus
LWA QUICK RELEASE
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MUSIC DRIVEN
WINTER INDOOR
TRAINING PROGRAM
Free Spin bikes provided with cycling
computer in a comfortable atmosphere
WHEN: EveryTuesdayand Thursday
Now thru March 6, 2014
WHERE: Merchants Square Mall
Allentown, PA 18103
TIME:
6:30 P.m. to 8:00 p.m
WHAT TO EXPECT: heart monitored workout consisting of
warm up, individualized specific drills, cool-down and stretching

ORDER YOUR
NEW LWA JERSEYS
AND OTHER CYCLING GEAR NOW
WELL, NOT QUITE NOW

CONTACT: chipberezny@gmail.com 484-602-6543 for details.

At the November LWA Membership Meeting, President Jack
Helffrich unveiled the designs for LWA jerseys and cycling wear
including bibs, shorts, jackets, arm warmers, and knee
warmers. The proposed designs were already posted on a beta
website which was reviewed by LWA officers and board
members for accuracy.

Chip Berezny
LWA CLASSIFIEDS
ARTICLES	
  FOR	
  SALE
	
  WANTED

Dave Sheffield 'modeled' a medium jersey at the board
meeting, and it was snug, so sizes probably run small. The
jersey Dave tried was a pro/race cut as as opposed to the
relaxed/sport fit which is also available. Attire in both men’s
and women’s sizing will be available online. Jack has requested
a kit for review of different items and sizes and should have
samples available at the LWA Holiday Party on December 8.
The site should be ready for ordering on December 3, 2013,
and the order deadline for LWA attire will be December 31,
2013, with delivery expected sometime in late January or early
February.
Belowis the link so members can check out all the possibilities
and review their options. Though Jakaroo should be able to
take orders on-line as of 12/3, members might want to wait to
check out and try on the samples that Jack requested, which
should be available at the holiday party.

Wanted; Used youth or children's bicycles and frames.
Any size, type or condition. These will be donated to the
Earn-a-Bike program at Community Bike Works. Call Jack
Helffrich at 484-347-3541 or email
jackhelffrich@hotmail.com to arrange for pick-up. For
more information about Community Bike Works, visit their
website, www.communitybikeworks.org
FOR	
  RENT
2	
  HARD-SIDED	
  BICYCLE	
  TRAVEL	
  CASES,	
  Club	
  owned,	
  for	
  rent	
  to	
  
members	
  for	
  up	
  to	
  4	
  weeks.	
  	
   $25	
  for	
  1	
  or	
  2	
  weeks,	
  $50	
  for	
  3	
  or	
  4	
  
weeks.	
  	
  	
   Plus	
  security	
  deposit	
  required	
  for	
  any	
  rental.	
  Contact	
  Dick	
  
McCreight	
  dick.mccreight@juno.com
Ads	
  must	
  be	
  private	
  buy/sell/wanted/etc.	
  having	
  to	
  do	
  with	
  
bicycling	
  and/or	
  other	
  sports.	
  	
  Ads	
  must	
  be	
  submitted	
  by	
  the	
  
20th	
  of	
  the	
  month	
  to	
  appear	
  in	
  the	
  following	
  month's	
  
newsletter.	
  	
  Send	
  ads	
  to	
  gbmack@ptd.net

http://shop.jakroo.com/Lehigh-Wheelmen
When ordering, each person will be able to select their Gender,
Size, and Fit Style. In addition,club members can also email
Michael at Jakaroo at michael@jakroousa.com for sizing
recommendations
According to Jack, the Jakroo return/exchange policy is
outstanding.
Anyone who sends his or her Height, Chest, Waist, Weight,
Inseam can receive their best recommendations. The size
return policy is that they reproduce a different size for someone
at a 50% discount if they want to keep the original jersey;
they will replace at 100% discount for exchanges with the
original returned to Jakaroo.

G. Mack

QR Editor.
“The Mary Poppins Effect” see QRQ, p. 5
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what we can achieve if we give it a go. It is an observational
documentary, shot in high definition. There are gritty elements
but it is also a visual treat. It travels from the tight confines of a
Saltcoats kitchen to the massive spaces of North America’s
Great Basin in Nevada."

GRAEME OBREE DOCUMENTARY
FUND-RAISING PROJECT
David Street, a documentary filmmaker, is seeking financial
backing to produce a film on cyclist Graeme Obree, “The Flying
Scotsman,” called The Outsider.
The filming is completed; 200 hours of video now need to be
edited into a 90 minute feature length movie.
The following is a description of the project and projected final
film, according to Street:
"The story features ambition, survival, determination,
dedication, design, genius, craft, and passion. It’s the story of a
man’s determination to rehabilitate and redefine himself,
proving that he wasn’t just the ‘washing machine man.’
“The preliminary filming covers two years in the life of twice
world record holder and twice world champion, cycling icon
Graeme Obree. It begins in his kitchen in Saltcoats, Ayrshire,
and ends in the mountains above Salt Lake City, Utah. We are
with Graeme every inch of the way from his unconventional
design methodology – no cad systems for Graeme – a sheet of
wallpaper works better. To his building method – “cold steel
forming” giving it a big hit with a hammer, ‘but it’s knowing
where to hit it.’
“We suffer with him as he misses his first deadline, to get to the
International Human Powered Vehicle Associations meeting in
September 2012 at Battle Mountain, Nevada. We are with him
when the aerodynamic shell so lovingly and painstakingly built
doesn’t fit and has to be ditched and again when the second
shell proves to fit too well and is a cause of claustrophobia and
has to be ripped apart and rebuilt only weeks before the second
deadline of September 2013. We are with him in the hospital
just 3 months before the big day when the surgeons have to
gouge a huge abscess out of his leg---will he be fit enough. We
are with him as he trains in his own inimitable way through
Ayrshire’s country lanes and up Tenerife’s Mount Tiede and in
his living room. And we are with him when he finally makes
the start line at Battle Mountain in a machine he’s never ridden
before.

You can view the first video preview or taster at
https://vimeo.com/41906787
You can also watch as Obree tests the mechanics on the
seafront at Saltcoats. https://vimeo.com/45034602
Street and his crew are trying to raise 20,000 GBP over three
weeks, through "Kickstarter", a relatively new way of funding
the arts.
If you are interested in the project and the fund-raising effort,
you can check out the documentary site on Kickstarter:
http://tinyurl.com/graeme-obree

Hansel de Sousa
LWA FINANCIAL
As we progress into the Fall cycling season, our weekly cycling
mileage starts to decline. Likewise, the our financial activities
also fall off. In October, we booked just a few financial
transactions with $225 in membership dues and $ 237
expenses. Cash Balances remain strong as noted below.
CASH BALANCES:
Touring $11.7K, down $0.4K from September.
(Ytsma Donation Reserve $1.0K included in the $11.7K Touring
cash balance)
Racing $16.5K, down $0.1K from September.
Please see the next page for additional details. If there are
questions or if you need additional information, please let me
know.

Dave Sheffield

LWA Treasurer

“This emotional roller coaster of a film is ultimately a life
affirming statement about the power of the human spirit and
LWA QUICK RELEASE
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MEMORY LANE (see story, p. 7)
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LWA Discount Sponsors

Receive a 10% Discount with your LWA membership card!
(unless otherwise noted)

Action Wheels
530 W. Broad St. #1
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-866-1113
www.action-wheels.com

Cutters Bike Shop
418 E. 3rd St.
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610-419-4207
www.cuttersbikeshop.com

BikeLine Allentown
1728 Tilghman St.
Allentown, PA 18104
610-437-6100
www.bikeline.com

Fitness Central Bike Shop
4337 Route 309
Schnecksville, PA 18078
610-769-7300
www.fitnesscentralinc.com

BikeLine Bethlehem
2112 Schoenersville Rd.
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-691-0943
www.bikeline.com

Keswick Cycle Co.
408 N. Easton Road
Glenside, PA 19038
215-885-7433
www.keswickcycle.com

Bikesport
325 West Main Street
Trappe, PA 19426
610-489-7300
www.bikesportbikes.com

Saucon Valley Bikes
824 Main St.
Hellertown, PA 18055
610-838-1500
www.sauconvalleybikes.com

Curt’s Cyclery
Route #248
Nazareth, PA
610-759-5134
http://curtscyclery.com/
info@curtscyclery.com

Sleeping Dog Professional Cycles
330 W. Weis St.
Topton, PA 19562
610-682-1000
www.sleepingdogprocycles.com
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South Mountain Cycles
Bar
303 Main St. Lower Level
Emmaus, PA 18049
610-967-4490
email: smcbikes@ptd.net

& Coffee

Spokes Bike Shop
16590 Route 61
Hamburg, PA 19526
610-562-8900
www.spokesbikeshop.com
Village Bicycle Shop
7 South Village Circle
Reinholds, PA 17569
610-742-4786
email: gs391@verizon.net
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